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d I · ,·n Reg·1ons and provinces of Regional Capitals, 1951 • 1971
TABLE 6 • Variation In resi ent popu at,on 

REGION 

Piemonte 
Valle d'Aosta
Llguria 
Lombardia 
Trentino Alto A. 
Veneto 
Friuli Venezia G.
Emilia Romagna 
Marche 
Toscana 
Umbria 
Lazio 
Campania
Abruzzi 
Molise 
Puglia 
Bas-ilicata
Calabria
Sicilia 
Sardegna 

(Source: ISTAT) 
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Resident population in Region 

Absolute value Variation 1951-71 

I I 
Capitals 

1951 1971 absolute % 
(a) 

3518177 4432131 914136 25,98 Torino 
94140 109150 15010 15,94 

1566361 1853578 286417 18,29 Genova 
6566154 8543387 1977233 30,11 Milano 
728604 841886 113282 15,55 

3918059 4123411 205352 5,24 Venezia 
1226121 1213532 -12589 -1,03 Tr-ieste 
3544340 3846765 302415 8,33 Bologna 
1364030 1359907 -4124 -0,30 Ancona 
3158811 3473097 314286 9,95 Firenze 
803918 775783 -28135 -3,50 Perugiia 

3340798 4689482 1348684 40,37 Roma 
4346264 5059348 713084 16,41 Napoli 
1277207 1166624 -110513 -8,65 L'Aquila 
406823 319807 -87016 -21,39 Campobass·o

3220485 3582787 362302 11,25 Bari 
627586 603064 -24522 -3,91 Potenza 

2044287 1988051 -56236 -2,75 Catanzaro 
4486749 4680715 193966 4,32 Palermo 
1276023 1473800 197777 15,49 Cagliar-i 

Resident population 
In province of Regional Capital 

Absolute val. Variation 

1951 I 1971 absolute 

I(bl 

1433001 2287016 854015 

928890 1087973 159083 
1505153 3903685 1398532 

700450 807251 66801 
297003 300304 3301 
763907 918844 154937 
399143 416383 17468 
916310 1146367 230057 
581323 552936 -28387 

2150670 3490377 1339707
2081119 2709929 628810
365077 293066 -72011

1200547 1351288 150741
445188 408435 -36753 
718465 718069 -396

1021701 1124015 102314 
669248 802888 133640 

1951-71 

% 

59,60 

17,12 
92,91 

9,02 
1, 11

20,28 
4,38 

25,10 
-4,88

6,30 
30,21

-19,72 

12,56
-8,26 
-0,06 
10,00 
19,97

-

(bx100/a 
'lo Vari1 

!Ion Cap 
Varlatior 

Reg. 
1951-197; 

93,42 

55,50

70,73 

3Z,53 
26,22
,51,23
423,57
73,20

100,90
99,33
88,18

65,16 

41,60 
149,87 

0,70 
5 2,75 
67,57 

with a density of 1,375 inhabitants per sq/Km. In the years 1961-1971, the popv 
lation increment in these areas reached 17%, as compared to a decrease of 0.12

°1 
in the remaining areas. 

The following table shows the increments of four main Italian metropoli in comps 
rison with their respective • metropolitan areas »: 

� 

Population (In thousands) lncrernents 
1951-71 

Municipalities 1 9 5 1 1 961 

I
1 9 71 included In the sq/Km 

metropol. area 

I I I IMun. Area Mun. Area Mun. Area Mun. Arel 
� 

Milan 52 4360 1274 3740 1582 4631 1372 5677 35 52 
Naples 151 2007 1011 2805 1183 3254 1227 3647 21 3o 
Rome 10 1770 1652 1769 2188 2337 2782 2982 70 66 
Turin 34 730 719 923 1026 1308 1168 1674 64 81 --------------------------------------
The reverse side of the coin is depopulation in the country's remaining areas: be; 
ween 1961 and 1971, 4,943 Italian municipalities, that is 60% of the total, afrnod 
all of which with a population of less than 20 000 inhabitants have shown a �

crease in popu_lation (53.�% in municipalities in the Northwe�t Regions;51.4% 
1
;

North-east Regions; 72,7 in Central Regions; 75% in the South; 59.9% on the tW
e 

Islands). Absolute loss in population also effects the Northern and Central A 

gions (for instance, the entire region of Umbria). 



3. The physical
framework and its
changes

�n some areas the rate of decrease has reached nearly irreversible dimensions (an 
increase population beyond the age of reproduction). 
The coexisten_ce of a stro�g urbanization process and heavy migration, especially in 
southern Regions, determines two series of basic problems. In the migration areas, 
the �carcity of population in wide areas of the territory, provokes very serious eco
nomic_ ?a�age and compromises the ecological and environmental equilibrium (un
der-utll1zat1on of the « permanent social heritage,, represented by urban centers, 
the social infrastructure, etc.). 
On the contrary, in areas of concentration the excessive « presence • of inhabitants 
in the urban areas creates considerable inconveniences affecting the conditions of 
life in large cities (shortage of low-cost housing, lack of public utilities and means 
of transport, high cost of living, pollution, etc.). 

The inconveniences do not so much derive from the dimensions of the major Ita
lian cities (dimensions which could appear fairly modest if compared to the ones 
in major world metropoli), but rather from the disorderly manner in which such 
dimensions have been reached. 

16. The process described up until now has taken place within the framework of
a land mass characterized by a very unfavorable morphology, a very high popu
lation density and a considerable lack of natural resources.
The physical and environmental conditions of the Italian land-mass truly create a 
number of difficult settlement problems for maintaining a stable existence for a 
high-density population. 
Proof of this is the necessity, pointed out from time immemorial, to take specific 
and direct action in order to establish right from the start a correct relationship 
between land and water. 

" Land reclamation ,. has left its imprint as a constant effort to clean the valleys 
and the plains, both great and small, of malaria and stagnant waters. At the same 
time, an effort was also made to insure stability to the river basins in the moun
tains and to make sure that the rushing waters followed their natural course in 
an orderly manner instead of comind down in dangerous torrents, as was usually 
the case. 
An attempt was made to provide irrigation to land that was usually dried out and, 
in the same vein, make the vast hill-side formations useful both for agricultural 
and rural living purposes by means of ingenious hydraulic systems which regu-
late the flow of water. 
It may be useful to review some of the country's geographical features in order 
to give a sketch of the settlement problem as it presently exists in Italy. 

17. The surface area amounts to a total of 301,245 sq/Km. 23.1% of it is made
up of plains areas, 41.7% hills, and 15.2% mountains (elevated areas above 6-700
meters}.
As far as land use goes, the territory can be classified in the following categories:
around 20,000 sq/Km (40% of the total) are made up of hills _and plains under
cultivation; another 30,000 sq/Km (or 10% of the total) are cultivable; 50,000 sq/ 
Km of the hilly and mountainous areas (almost 17% of the total) are pasture and 
foraging lands; 60,000 sq/Km (20% of the total), mostly lying in mountainous or 
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1. Policy for
Southern Italy: The
Agrarian Question
and Special Programs
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CHAPTER TWO 

URBAN AND REGIONAL POLICIES 

25. Partially destroyed cities, dismantled ind�s_tries, unemployment, and Increasing
social tensions. These, in short, are the realities of Italy at the end of the Second
World War. Poverty and the aspirations of proletarian and peasant masses provo
ked large worker demonstrations in the North and peasant discontent in the South. 
The rapid recovery of Northern industry soon relieved social tensions in the North. 
Industrial expansion was due in particular to the availability of manpower (at least 
until the 60's) at a total cost which was far below other European countries. It 
was also due to the strong gain in foreign demand caused by the liberalization 
of exchange and later the formation of the European Common Market. 

26. In the South, peasant protest took the form of a movement for occupation of
uncultivated lands. The fragmented agrarian structure based on • latifondia • was 
not able to confront the needs of the peasant population. Therefore, decisive go
vernment intervention was necessary, and led to the approval, in 1950, of the agra
rian reform law. The purpose of the law was essentially to improve living condi
tions in rurale areas and to stabilize the social situation, eliminating the structure 
of the large estates (latifondia) - which had undergone an irreversible decline -
but nevertheless preserving significant local power. 
The reform was put into practice through the expropriation and redistribution of 
land to farmers. The new farms were given technical assistance; cooperative asso
ciation was also encouraged. 
It was a vast scale operation, which greatly modified the traditional archaic socio
economical conditions. 
Rural colonization settlements within organic reclamation projects gave a new ima· 
ge to the agraian landscape, in some areas they represented the starting point of 
a new settlement pattern which attracted industry and civilian infrastructures. 
However, the outcome in terms of capital return and agricultural production has 
varied from area to area of intervention. 
Moreover, under the effect of competitive pressures within the Common Market-par· 
ticularly heavy on smaller agricultural farms - and because of the dream of better 
living cond�tion to be found in industrialized metropolitan areas, the exodus phe· 
nomenon did not spare the areas where the agrarian reform had taken place. 

27. During the s�me perio� of the agrarian reform, the Development Fund for the
South (Cassa per 11 Mezzog1orno) was established for the purpose of narrowing the 
gap between the dep:essed South and the North, where the first signs of industrial 
d�v�l?pment_ wer� being revealed. The Development Fund is a public authority with 
s1gnif1cant _ financial resources and wire powers to develop and implement special
programs in the South. 
In th� first seven y�a�s �f operation, the Fund was particularly involved in the cons
truc�1on �f roads, 1rr_1gatIon_ works and land betterment, and supported small and
med1um-s1zed enterprises with credit assistance. 

�n the balan?e: thi_s first phase represents an appreciable step forward, in particular
ue to the irrigation works and establishment of the road network which is indis·

pensable to the "_i�nervation • of the Southern agricultural region' and the impro·
vement of product1v1ty on some lands. 



�rom 1 �57, the activities
. 
o_f th� De�elopment Fund were oriented primarily and 

1�creasing_ly tow�rds providing incentives for industrial development. The institu
tion of " industrial development areas " and « nuclei of industrialization ,. was fore
seen (the latter refers to a framework which is more restricted than regional plans) 
for �he purpos�. 

of conc�ntratin� incentives in predetermined places, adequately 
�erv1c�d to facll1tat� the installation of complexes involving several industries. The 
incentive� are public fu�d �or infrastructure development and bidding for plant 
construction. The organIzatIon of the region, and administration of these concen
trations

_. 
was attributed to special consortia constituted by representatives of the 

productive sectors and local concerned authorities. 
In accordance with this orientation, industry received a greater percentage of in
vestments reaching 80% in the period 1971-72). Considering the way in which 
i��ustrialization policy in t�e Sout� was articulated, essentially the following cri
t1c1sm may be formulated: in the first place, 60% of investments in the industrial 
sector were concentrated in two activities - metals and chemicals - that is, in 
in two sectors which have a high concentration of capital; secondly, only 32% of 
all investments went to sectors with high employment compared to 60% in the 
North during the same period; finally, the industrialization process developed by 
favoring, even in the South, areas which were already relatively " strong » (urban 
and coastal areas). 
As an indication of the kind of development this policy has brought about there 
are the differences in levels of income within the South. At the present time, 
the most developed provinces of the South have actually achieved a per capita 
income level twice that in provinces which were ignored in the distribution of 
investments. In other provinces, per capita income is about half the national 
average. 
The abandonment of agriculture and the type of industrial development, which be
cause of its structural characteristics has a very modest effect on the economic 
development of the regions under concern, has continued to nurture Southern 
unemployment. It has given rise to enormous migrations towards the most deve
loped areas and the industrialized North, leading to a process of progressive decli
ne in the economic, social and settlement framework of the poorest regions. 
Only the construction sector has received a significant impulse from the new indus
strial plants. This has led to the formation of a typical environment whede old 
urban and economic structures, in the process of decline, are surrounded by in
dustrial expansion and « modern » housing which, nevertheless, demonstrate prima
rily only the negative characteristics of the most economically developed cities. 
28. In conclusion, one must recognize that in spite of the special programs in
the South the basic objective of eliminating the differences between North and
South has not been achieved. These differences have become proportionately
accentuated as follows: per capita income in the South remains close to 2/3 of
the national' average and half of that for Northern Italy, with a gradually increa
sing loss in absolute terms. 
It must also be emphasized that the contributi_on made by the nation �s a_ whole
to the achievement of the objective has bee� inadequa!e. In 

_
fact, cons1d�nng the

extent of commitment to special programs in c�mpanson with total nat_1onal re
sources, one realizes how little has be�n done w_1th_ 

t�e f�nd_a�ental
_ 
soc10-eco�o

mic problem in our country. One particular statIst1c 1s significant: in the period 
1951-73 special programs have absorbed less than 0.7% of national income for 
capital formation in the South. 
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3. Urban Land Policy.
The proposals
for reform
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32. At the beginning of the 1960's, when industrial dev�lopment in the countr,
was being consolidated, and the most advanced productive sectors had reachei
satisfactory levels of competition at the international _level and be�n definitive� 
freed from subordination to the guaranteed accumulation o� the _Pr!vate buildingsector, the contradiction was revealed between the speculative burldmg sector a111 
most advanced industrial sectors. 
The need therefore arises for a more rational use of land. It is for this reasOA 
that, beginning in 1960, there is a rush of planning initiatives - specially in the 
North - and the 1942 planning law begins to be utilized systematically. Attempts 
are made to overcome some obvious inadequacies in the law by making as many 
liberal interpretations as possible. 
However, not even the strict application of the urban planning laws permits the 
removal of the causes of disorder or the imbalances that dominate the construc
tion sector, which are described in the preceding paragraphs. The urgency of in� 
tiating a policy of incisive and radical reforms thus begins to take hold, thanks 
also to the protests and initiatives of the sector in Italian society which is most 
aware of the evolution of the social and economic framework. 

33. In particular, there is a strong emphasis on the need to:
- minimize the burdensome weight of private property which constitutes the prin
cipal cause of severe urban distortions, permitting easy earnings and at the same 
time slowing down any attempt at industrialization of building and improvement of 
the technological process;
- allow a different role for public initiative than the one played up until now
(construction of neighborhoods strictly for the most disadvantaged social classes,
entirely separate from the « bourgeois » neighborhoods, therefore causing increased
social tensions). Reinforce the powers of public initiative and control for the pur
pose of creating new socially integrated settlements;
- eliminate the excessive congestion of buildings in new parts of the Italian city,
characterized by lack of space for social infrastructure, public open space, and cir·
culation needs.
These objectives were the basis for proposals that were followed by the enact· 
ment of an urban reform in the first half of the 1960's. This was substantially 
directed towards the guarantee of concrete and effective control over land use by 
means of new measures. However, the resistance of special interests managed 
to block the reform. 

34. Instead, Law No. 167 was approved in 1962 « to allow for the acquisition of
buildable land for public housing ». This is a sectorial law, inspired by a comple·
tely new conception of urban planning, which gives municipalities an effective role 
in directing urban development. Specifically, municipalities were authorized to
obtain, by purchase or expropriation, ownership of vast areas to be then assigned
to either. public or privat� developers. . These would bui Id integrated neighbo
rhoods wrth adequate servrce levels and rnfrastructure. The instruments provided
by this law made possible a different model of urban expansion, essentially achie
vrng the three previously mentioned objectives that had been behind the attempts
at urban reform. 
In spite of Its positive_ and adva�ced content with respect to existing legislatiorl,
law 167 has ?nly partially functioned as intended. Municipalities have on the one 
hand taken wide advantage of the possibility of regulating many areas with ares· 



wide plans, but on the other hand an operative stage has not followed these pre
liminaries, that Is with acquisitions and project implementation. This is primarily 
because of the lack of suitable public financing for municipalities for the acqui
sition and servicing of new areas (partially facilitated by subsequent laws), and 
financing for public authorities and the private sector to build the settlements. 

Rather, the freezing of vast areas has had the effect of increasing the value of 
buildable land outside plan limits with a consequent increment in real estate 
earnings. 

Urban growth therefore continued to be determined by private interests, and in 
particular the landowners. The fundamental instrument utilized by them was sub
division, that is the dividing up of land into building lots. This involves the reser
vation of required spaces for collective needs, which of course burdens the exhaus
ted finances of local authorities to cover expenditures for public utilities and ser
vices (school, transportation, water, electricity, etc.). 

According to an investigation by the Ministry of Public Works in 1968, in only a 
fourth of Italian municipalities (little more than 2,000), 115,000 hectares, corres
ponding to over 18 million rooms, were authorized for subdivision. This amount 
would be sufficient in theory to meet the entire national housing need up to 1980. 

The subdivided zones were in areas with the maximum concentration of housing 
(the industrial triangle of Milan-Turin-Genoa, the Venetian plains, the Rome and 
Naples areas, etc.) or areas most noted for their landscapes, and above all the 
coasts. 

35. In July of 1966 in the city of Agrigento in Sicily, there was a huge landslide
which was caused by enormous over-building. There were 8,500 rooms built in
recent years within a minimum land area, behind the old populated center and
violating all existing regulations. The • Agrigento Landslide » represents an impor
tant landmark in Italian urban affairs because it shook public opinion, which until
then had paid little attention to the habitat problem. and led them to the enact
ment of remedial measures. The result was the • Bridging Act» of 1967 ( « brid
ge ,. because it should have opened up the road towards a more comprehensive
urban reform law).

This law, without confronting the structural problems of urban reform, brings into 
existence a whole series of norms intended to affect the elements that cause 
urban disorder. The norms will affect: 1 l the lack of urban planning mechanisms, 
caused on the one hand by the interference of the private sector and on the other 
by weak and inefficient municipal government action; 2) the formation of urban

planning mechanisms characterized by overestimation of needs, excessive densities, 
and a scarce and inadequate supply of public and social services; 3) the extensive

and generalized abuse of existing regulations; 4) the use of subdivisions which
have become the normal instruments for expansion of the city, as mentioned pre
viously. 

In accordance with these objectives, the Bridging Act contains a series of norms

intended to stimulate the formation and approval of urban planning mechanisms,

even by means of direct government intervention. They put forth a series of rigo

rous limitations and regulations to be observed within municipalities that do not

have plans. They forbid any subdivision for building purposes in the absence of

the aforementioned mechanisms. They insure rigorous management of historic

centers and, finally, discourage illegal building and the violation of existing regu

lations, under penalty of strict sanctions.
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4. Land Use and
Economic Planning
Policy
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However, the fundamental innovation of the Bridging Act regards the so-calleourban « standards », that is the minimum area that every plan must invariably r 
serve for public use, and the minimum distances of buildings from street fron: (setback). It was therefore established that every Italian citizen has the right� 
a minimum of 18 m2 of public open space, divided up as follows: 4.4 for way care center, nursery school and primary school; 2.0 for public services (cultural, social administrative, religious, health, etc.); 2.5 for public parking; and 9.0 for open S!Jo 
ces, play areas and play fields. 
With the passage of this law the premises for a new direction in Italian urban 
planning were set forth. But once again the implementation betrayed expectations, 
at least in part. Among other things, within a few months of its effective date. 
Italian urban planning was thrown into a critical situation with a judgement pas
sed down by the Constitutional Court, which is the body charged with verifying 
the correspondence between laws and the Constitution of the Republic. The Court 
declared the urban planning law unconstitutional in part, referring to the section 
permitting master plans to regulate private property by boning it for public servi
ces (schools, hospitals, parks) for an undetermined amount of time and without 
compensation to owners. 
The so-called « stop-gap » prevision was adopted in order to overcome at least tern 
porarily the consequences of the declaration of unconstitutionality. It renewed 
the validity of planning previsions ope legis for a specific period of time which 
was extended several times until 1976. 
This extension was in anticipation of a general reform in the system of landow
nership. 
A legislative bill with this objective is now under consideration by Parliament. 
This bill centers on the separation of the right to build from property rights. In 
other words, the right to build no longer belongs to the property owner but to 
public authorities which cede it to private owners. 
This solution is also supported by a wide range of political forces, and is consi· 
dered ideal for overcoming the obstacle of unconstitutionality and at the same 
time modifying the pr_esent _regime of property ownership effecting buildable land. 
In fact, the abovement,oned Judgement of the Constitutional Court considered the 
applicat(on of c�rtain regulations affecting private property to be invalid, in parti· 
cular with relation to the structure of property ownership affecting buildable land 
under present norms. 

�7., T�e attempts to ration_alize urban development and territorial policies in the 
60 s did not develop only in the form of planning and building legislation, but were 

extende� to t_he se�rc_h for a comprehensive institutional link between regional andeconomic policy, within the framework of economic planning. The need for a • plan policy " which was able to promote and guide the nation'sdevelopment had b_e�n often debated in the past. It is sufficient to note here thea��rmrs of th_e Ministers Vanoni in 1954 and La Malta in 1962 who were respon
:.1 e or 

h
the_ firs\ sketch p_lans. However, it is not until 1964 that various 0pers-ive mec anisms or planning are set forth in concrete terms Of articular irTl"
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and Calabria) have established strips free of building along the sea coast, varyi� from 150 to 500 meters). 
d) Inter-municipal coordination, at least with respect to provisions for new indu� 
trial zones and the location of services which are of interest at the inter-muni 
cipal level (Lombardy, Veneto, Emilia-Romagna, Tuscany, and UmbriaJ. 
e) The definition of more appropriate instruments for control over land use. M�
ny regions have modified the regime establishing levels of plans which is provideG
in the urban planning law of 1942 (regional coordinating plan, master plan, buil�
ing plan, detailed district plan).
Varied situations have resulted. Some regions have abolished the master plan ana
the building plan, substituting the inter-municipal plan (more than one municipa
lity, making up a homogenous area called « comprensorio »). Other regions have 
eliminated the building plan, requiring all municipalities, both large and small, to 
develop a comprehensive master plan. Finally, others have rather chosen to rein
force the contents of the building plan. 
The newest idea - that of the inter-municipal or " comprensorio ,. plan - is related 
to the complex question of regional administrative reorganization. In Italy, many 
municipalities are of such a size that does not permit an autonomous program of 
development (6,094 of 9,056 municipalities have a population under 5,000 inhab� 
tants). Other groups of municipalities have developed in such a way as to form 
a single urban structure among themselves that cannot be planned comprehensi· 
vely. Finally, for the large municipalities there is the problem of decentralizing 
decisionmaking centers in the area of urban management. The comprensorio (the 
intermediate territorial unit) is one way of approaching the objective of rendering 
the administrative dimension congruent with the needs of policy planning. 

44. The Housing Law of 1971. This law, first of all, reorganizes the planning 
and coordination of public intervention, eliminating the large number of authorities 
operating within this sector, and employing all government construction funds to
wards the most disadvantaged classes. The funds are given to the regions, which 
provide for their distribution among municipalities according to objective criteria, 
With the restructuring of the Independent Public Housing Authorities (IACP), which 
now play a significant role in the implementation of public programs, the law pro
vides the opportunity to undertake comprehensive projects and therefore new forms 
of settlement, in complete contrast to the uncoordinated and disjointed projects of the past. The norms covering the expropriation of property for public use are par· ti�ularly important. They modify substantially norms which until 1971 were esta
blished by laws of the past century. Compensation is now measured according to 
the average value of agricultural land, mutiplied by a variable coefficient which in 
no case is greater than five, and related to the location of the area (historic cert 
t�r

'. 
de_veloped center, or areas beyond) and the demographic category of the rnll'mc1pal1ty. 

W}th this compensation, areas may be acquired for any public works (streets,
railways, public installations, national parks, etc.). 
To meet /he needs_ ?f public housing, it is possible for municipalities to acquirea�out 60 :0 �f municipal lands destined for development, by means of an exten
si�e application of the law. Another 20% of the development area may be expro
b;iated !0 be_ serviced and then opened up to builders. Finally other lands rnaYacquired in order to form a reserve of areas for industrial 'development. 
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The content of the proposed law, which is a result of a convergence by many� 
litical forces, is based on the following basic elements: 
- requirement of a .. lease » for all construction activity, by means of which�
local authority gives the property owner permission to build in exchange for 1 
financial contribution of a commitment to apply agreed upon rents and sales prices: 
- carrying out of urban expansion only by means of multiyear programs whi�
designate areas and zones for urban development, and the provision of services
called for by planning standards. Thus, indiscriminate urban expansion should ht 
avoided, concentrating resources and functional capabilities in specific portions o!
the region and exact time frames. 

56. Directly related to the land reform law is the problem of reinforcing the

power of public intervention in the private construction sector. The present strue,
ture of the construction market is profundly different from the one of the past,
as described previously. Today the consequences of overproduction and abnormal
development of the construction sector in the 1950's and 1960's are being felt. 
In fact, over the last few years the tendency for progressive concentration of the 
free market is obvious. 
Except for particular restricted fields of investment (luxury dwellings and the 
like), there is no longer any convergence between supply and demand of hou
sing, and there is no reason to believe that this situation will change. 
Basically and rather simply, it may be said that today the free housing market no 
longer functions as it did in the past, except for marginal and statistically irrele· 
vant cases. This ls because the traditional driving forces of urban development 
are in a critical situation. and the cost of new dwellings is clearly prohibitive for 
the large majority of citizens. 
Obviously, the first to be aware of this situation are the building firms. which 
express a clear propensity toward cooperation with the public sector, unlike the 
past. 
Aside from the advantages of low-cost land expropriated and ceded by municipali· 
ties to the private sector, there are other specific incentives. The principal one 
is credit. 
This situation tends primarily to value the entreprenurial and technical abilities 
of the Italian construction industry, abilities which have been reaffirmed throughout 
the world, particularly when it comes to large engineering works. These abilities 
could be utilized as well in the residential construction sector and more so than 
in the past. 

57. Thus there is beginning to take shape a new physiognomy of the residential
construction sector with the elimination of the traditional distinction between pll
blic and private intervention. This is tending towards the formation of a unique 
mo?el �or int�rvention, so-called « contract building». Contract building is t�at
which _ ,s carried o_ut by the private sector on land ceded by the municipal�!)'.·
ac�ordmg to a z�nmg and settlement framework established by the same munrci· 
pahty, �nd applying rents and sales prices agreed to by local authority and P('"
vate builder. Thus, construction activity is • moving out of the market •. It !5
no 1?nger controlled by the laws of supply and demand, but is considered a basic
serv,:e guarantee� by society to its citizens, utilizing the resources and abilities
of private enterprise. 





4. Formation
of a Decentralized
System
of Regional Govern
ment.
The new forms
of participation
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59. Since the early 1970's, a process of profound renewal of the system of la� 
management has been underway. It is modifying in a radical way the relatillil 
ships between central administration and regional and peripheral authorities, be\
ween big city administrations and neighborhoods. It is joining and reshapi�
dispersed territorial units. 
Some of these transformation have corresponded to institutional arrangements -tht 
regions, administrative decentralization in many large cities, mountain communf 
ties, and some intermunicipal • comprensori "· Others are still in the experime� 
tal phase - such as, for example, almost all of the intermunicipal • comprensori• 
or take the form of spontaneous self-management, especially at the fringes of the 
large urbanized areas. 
The basis for this transformation of the system of land use powers is, on the 
one hand, the crisis of the pyramidal administrative structure and, on the other 
hand, the trend towards joining traditional territorial units when they are too fra� 
mented, or breaking them up when too large, all according to principels of func
tionality and genuine participation. 
60. The experiences of the Regions from their constitution until the present were
previously dealt with. It should be emphasized here that the same Regions are
now assuming the responsability for a functional restructuring of participation
within their territories. The traditional intermunicipal aggregations - the Provin
ces - basically served the functions of control and decentralization of the natio
nal administration. Often their boundaries reflect an ethnic and historical reality 
which is still alive, especially in regions with the strongest urban traditions. More 
frequently, however, urban development in provincial capitals, adjacent zones, or 
more physically advantaged areas (valley bottoms, plains, coasts, etc.) has upset 
this reality, and consequently their boundaries remain meaningless. Also, the re
moval of almost all powers of control and decentralized administrative functions 
from the Provinces to the Regions has reduced their role to a minimum, except 
where their territorial boundaries correspond with precise, if not institutionally 
defined, characteristics of regional functions and capacity for participation. 
In general ,intermunicipal aggregations which, as mentioned previously, now form 
pa_rt ?f the R�gion�· to� pri_ority land use strategy, follow significantly different 
crrterra and d1 mens1ons m different areas of the country. They coincide, however, 
with two rather homogenous ends: 
- to i�su�e maxi!"1um_ functionality in the region by guaranteeing a high level of
economic integration, mierurban services, physical cohesion of the various urban 
centers, etc. 
- to ins_ure a genuine ability for participation by guaranteeing the possibility of
?emocrat1c control _o� community life, and at the same time allowing for effectivemflue�ce . over _dec1s1ons of the Regions and national society (owing to the demo
graphic _dimension, _the extent of urban civilization and economic importance). 
As pre _vi_ously mentio�ed, • Project 80 " considered the optimum size of these ill'ierrnumcip_al_ aggregations (called • metropolitan systems ,. in the document) to
d 
a? � �mimum 

h
th�eshold of one million inhabitants and maximum spatial 1irnit5e me Y growt �twee� 1960 and 1990. Present experience tends to signifi-

cantly low_er Jhese d1me�s1ons although it has not been possible to define hornogenous criteria, as mentioned above. 
61. An analogous but contradictory d I · 10-
merations with the creation of d t 

ev
1

• e o
d
pment 1s occuring in large urban ag9slYecen ra 1ze power structures, often spontaneou 



5. Conclusions

b�t _soll'!etimes taking institutional forms. These develop with the purpose of ob
taining instruments for making demands and fighting for housing, services and new 
employment; they also seek to create organisms for direct control over the manage
ment of land and public facilities and services. 

62. The i�sti_tutional aspect of the direction of public participation is administrative
decentral1zat1on as elaborated in some large cities. This innovation began during
the early 1960's in Bologna (1963) and Genoa (1965). 
Then followed Rome in 1966, Milan and Naples in 1968, and Turin in 1969. There 
are also various other smaller cities in which decentralization is now a reality 
(Prato, Reggio Emilia, La Spezia, Modena, Rimini, lmola, Parma, Grosseto, etc.). 

All of these urban and metropolitan territories have been subdivided into various 
smaller units. Rome has 20 with an av erage population of 150,000 each. There 
are 31 in Venice, each with several thousand inhabitants. Milan also has 20 
zones within its municipal limits (which are much smaller than Rome's), each 
with an average of 80,000 persons. 
Bologna has 18 of them with a population of 25,00 persons each. 
Neighborhood councils have only consultative powers. 
In practice, however, municipal councils appear to favor an extensive delegation 
of powers in various important sectors, such as local urban development, streets 
and transportation, schools, libraries, health and recreational services, and athle
tic and cultural services. In every case the neighborhood council is constantly 
consulted in such matters as planning at the neighborhood level, implementation 
of the financial programs of the administration, subdivisions or individual building 
permits, commercial licenses, and so forth. 

63. Following the thread that ties together the various aspects which this report
deals with, the unique aspects of the « Italian case » referred to in the introduc
tion may be brought out clearly and synthesized:
- a very rapid structural and social evolution and a process of massive urbaniza
tion that have produced traumatic effects on the physical and urban framework,
and squandered the already scarce land resources. They have also created a pat
tern characterized by a severe dichotomy between zones with very high concen
trations of population and productive installations, and vast abandoned areas with
preindustrial economic conditions;
- a set of land use policies aimed at limiting, rationalizing and in the ultimate
instance, opposing the • concentration model •;
_ the rise and consolidation of alternative perspectives of a structural nature, sup
ported by a widening political. and public opinion movement, which indicate the
necessity of radically renovating the whole development model. 

64. The fact that positive factors exist which may produce effects in the desi
red direction must not make us forget the existing danger that economic recovery
may be based once again o� the e�ploitation of . traditiona) . f�ctors - such . as
those export-oriented productions which base their competIt1V1ty on devaluation
and low salaries. 

If this tendency is ultimately strengthened, overcoming the crisis would be quite
problematical. Every attempt at improving agricultural activities, promoting indus-
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trial activities with high levels of manpower use, and rehabilitating habitat w be rendered useless by the • hidden debt • composed of increasing social c: 
which are absolutely incompatible with the limited possibilities of the country.· 
65. The key to a shift in the development model, as far as habitat policy is co
cerned, should be characterized by the absolute priority towards utilizing all &r, 

lable resources in a balanced way and eliminating the previously mentioned wasb
To this end there is wide agreement on the need to give priority to investment 
and to the necessary State interventions to boost agricultural output, re-info1t 

the fishing industry, increase livestock production, and strengthen all related ae1 
vities: irrigation, forest management, recuperation of abandoned lands, and de11 
lopment of activities related to conservation, commercialization and industrial pr; 
cessing of agricultural products. In this way, minor urban centers would regai 
their functions, eliminating the waste involved in their abandonment and directia 
available resources for social investments towards their redevelopment. This wo111 
improve their building stock and supply of public facilities and services. 
66. At the same time, industrial redevelopment should be based primarily on tll
development of small and medium-sized industries which are labor intensive, espe 
cially in the South. These should be spread throughout the country so as to coo 
tribute to the stabilization of the population and their integration with agricultura
activities. 
67. In large cities and regions of urban concentration, available resources shoul1
be aimed essentially at improving the « quality of life » and satisfiyng social need! 
which have accumulated after 20 years of tumultuous and unorganized growth. 
68. In this framework, the redevolpment of existing building stock and the hi1 
toric centers, the creation of the necessary social service facilities, the increaSI 
in publically-owned space and areas dedicated to public use, and the reinfo rc& 
ment of the public transportation system should all be absolutely given privilege 
over the construction of new housing units and a costly infrastructure which would 
only increase the amount of private automobile traffic. 

69. In the course of the introduction, the formation of a decentralized powe1
structure was indicated as a positive factor in order to insure the realization d 
an alternative model. This process is now definitely under way; it seems there
fore highly unprobable for a new development momentum to occur on a distorted 
basis. Structural factors also exist which impose, in a way, a new and differenl 
development strategy capable of avoiding the occurrance of an economic recoverY 
limited to a few privileged « productive islands •. 
The positiv�. o�j�ctive facto�s. taken together nevertheless require a clear overall
programmatic vrsron and efficient instruments which are able to weld together 
the great cultural and social forces that have been placed in motion, and are also
able to translate political willingness into a definite plan of action. 
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ITALIAN AUDIO-VISUAL PRESENTATIONS 

The three themes of the Italian Audio-Visual Presen
tations to be shown at Vancouver have been chosen 
on the basis of the subjects to be handled by the 
Italian delegation and after a lengthy and detailed 
study. The entire team which prepared Italy's partici
pation in HABITAT was involved in this process. 

This special means of communication has been skill
fully used to explore the dominant themes of Italy's 
participation. In this way those particular elements 
of Italian experience which can be considered • de
monstrative " are now made clear and evident. A pro
fitable transmission of that experience to other coun
tries can now take place. 

The themes chosen for the Conference do not so 
much concern single Demonstrative Projects as they 
do the three main thrusts of Italy's recent experience 
as seen from the viewpoint of socio-economics and 
urban planning. 

The Audio-Visual Presentations give a visual treat
ment to the evolutionary process our country's Habi
tat has undergone on national, regional and local 
levels. 

In particular, they treat the gradual, progressive 
growth in the public consciousness of the social and 
political aspects of Italy's planning problems. The 
presentations give an idea of the rich experience the 
country has acquired in the field, from years past up 
until the present period. There is no doubt that this 
experience, expressed in its various forms. is ex
tremely useful and suggestive for the non-Italian 
observer. 

It is important to note that it is thus not the final 
« happy .. result which is emphasized in the films. 
but, instead, the planning process itself. It is, in 
fact, this process which is at the root of all recent 
proposals regarding Italian Habitat. 

Evolutionary Process: This is both the basic theme 
of the Italian National Report and of the three Audio
Visual Presentations. The accent is then laid on a 
factor regarding the recent past: that of land use 
and urban development. However, this does not 
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mean that historical precedents are ignored, nor that 
the attempt to find a modus vivendi between a Habi
tat consistent with the country's formal and expressi
ve tradition is glossed over. 

These Presentations all share a methodological aspect 
which chronologically moves from an impartial ana
lysis of the factors which, in the post-World-War-II 
period, caused deep modifications in the settlement 
structure during the industrial boom, to a point where 
several demonstration projects are illustrated. Some 
of the elements treated in this last section are the 
current cultural and technological tendencies present 
in the area of productive settlements; the preserva
tion of both historical central cities and historical 
towns and villages; and, last but not least, the use of 
space on a territorial-wide basis. 

The themes of the three Presentations are strictly 
correlated and interdependent. This can be seen by 
the treatment in the first Presentation of the problem 
of reconci I ing the city/ country-side conflict and the 
implantment of industrial installations in areas where 
there were none before. The second Presentation ta
kes up the problem of housing and develops it in a 
double way: the problem of conserving the residential 
nature of the historic central city while at the same 
time dealing with the peripheral areas of large me
tropolitan conglomerates. The third Presentation com
pletes the cycle by taking up the problem of free and 
open land use and the preservation of housing in the 
smaller towns and villages. 

A novel aspect of Italy's three Presentations is the 
use of excerpts from some of the most important 
and well-known screen productions. In these films, 
Italian motion picture directors dealt with the deve
lopment process the country has undergone and the 
problems it brought with it for Italian society. These 
excerpts are all included in the Presentations' analytic 
sections; in the demonstrative ones, a more technical 
and specific language is of course used. 
In summary the titles of the three Presentations match 
their themes: 

1) « Urbanization and Countryside » 

2) • Housing in Metropolitan Areas » 

3) « Housing in Towns and Villages » 

The program which follows is but a brief summary of 
the contents of each Presentation. The films have 
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been co-produced by IN/ ARCH and RAI-TV (Italian 
State Television Network). In order to put together 
the films, extensive use was made of material from 
both already broadcast TV programs and documen
films as-yet-unseen on Italian television. Besides this, 
a large amount of material was shot expressly for 

these Presentations and, as was stated above, seve
ral excerpts from Italian feature films are used to 
highlight the various themes. 

Each film Presentation lasts approximately 25 minutes. 

FILM No. 1. - « Urbanization and Countryside., 

The problem of the relationship between city and 
countryside and between industry and agriculture as 
seen within the framework of the structural transfor
mations which have taken place in Italy in the last 
twenty years; the phenomenon of internal migration 
on a mass scale and the modifications in the social 
structure brought about by it. 

The process of industrial concentration which has be
set the large cities of the " industrial triangle • and 
the phenomenon of congestion. Excerpt of a sequence 
from « Rocco and His Brothers » by the recently de
ceased Italian director, Luchino Visconti. The attempt 
to reverse the concentration process by the location 
of large petrochemical installations in previously-non
industrialized ares. Excerpt of a sequence from the 
« Red Desert » by Michelangelo Antonioni. The aban
donment of the Sicilian countryside and the lack of 

agricultural balance makes difficult the process of 
industrial development. The alternative: the develop
ment of an electronics industry in the satellite cities 
surrounding Milan based on the« work-using» model; 
the decentralized location of a large foundry in the 
rice-fields near Vercelli; the Ottana plan and the se

cond phase of the petrochemical industry which 
expands into the surrounding land area; the model 
for land use control proposed by the Province of Mo
dena; the formation of model-farms in Sicily and the 
problem of their conforming size. 

FILM No. 2. - "Housing in Metropolitan Areas., 

The housing problem as seen complementarily from 
the point of view of the development of settlements 
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and the development of the suburbs on the one hand. 
and the restoration and preservation of historical cen
tral cities on the other. 

The theme is developed through the complex dimen
sion of the large metropolitan scale. 

Quantitative data and opinions on housing needs with 
reference to urban concentration and the phenome
non of urbanization. 

Excerpts of a sequence from « Accattone .. by Pier 
Paolo Pasolini. 

The first responses given by public housing authori
ties; the subsequent tendency to build ever-larger 
integrated complexes and the crisis of self-sufficiency 
and politics of the neighborhood; the construction of 
the Vigne Nuove and Corviale complexes in Rome. 

The attempt to establish a new relationship with the 
city; the over-all dimensions of the Forte Ouezzi com
plex in Genua and the architectural dimensions of 

Monte Amiata al Gallaratese in Milan. 

The relationship between urban planning and archi
tecture by means of looking at the 1962 Rome Master 
Plan. The analysis of two proposals for developing 
the choices made in the Plan. The spontaneous growth 
of the « borgate » (shantytowns). 

Inside the historic central cities, the problems of 
their preservation and redevelopment. The interpreta
tion of the city by means of an excerpt from a se
quence of « Roma » by Federico Fellini. 

FILM No. 3. - " Housing in Towns and Villages» 

The problem of saving historic centers of smaller 

towns. Excerpts of a sequence from « Vaghe Stelle 
dell'Orsa ,. by Luchino Visconti which serves as an 

interpretation of Volterra. 

The housing problem as seen through the comple
mentary points of view of new local settlements and 
the restoration of the historic centers of small towns 
and villages; opinions given on particular characteri

stics of the demand for housing with reference to 
the exodus from the countryside and the abandonment 
of minor historic centers. 
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State intervention following a natural calamity: the 

reconstruction of the historic center and the con
struction of a new neighborhood in Tuscania. 

Inside of the historic center, the experience of Bo

logna and the most salient features of the work done 

there; the operation as seen from two points of view: 
methodological, with the classification of typologies 

and the methods used in restoration; political, with 
the description of the decision-making process through 

direct democratic participation. Three architectural 
proposals for Venice. 

Projected preservation of Pesaro's historic central 

city; the construction of specialized residential units 

in Urbino. 
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STUDIES AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

Notes for a Declaration of Principles on Human Settlements 

Programme of international cooperation 
proposed by the Ministry for Public Works 



NOTES FOR A DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES 

ON HUMAN SETTLEMENTS 

Sergio Lenci 

A Declaration of Principles on human settlements 
easily can start from a point of view that can be too 
peculiar to the western world culture: 

"The point of view of wealthy people coping with prob
lems of keeping their welfare condition as it is now 
through a theoretical effort to expand their welfare 
to the rest of the world". 
In other words, the export of western development 
to the rest of the world". 

But the increase of the world population and the con
sequent change in quantities of available resources 
per capita puts in crisis the yet discussed model 
based on continuous increase in individual private 
consumption. 

Not to mention the negative effects that the develop
ment of industrial production stimulating private 
consumption and viceversa has demonstrated to have 
on the natural, urban and rural environment as well 
as on the social behaviour of both developed and 
developing countries. 

Consequently, quality of life and quality of settlement 
need new definitions beyond the simple declaration 
of good intents up towards the illusion of expand
ing the western welfare. 

The demographic growth, the urbanisation in progress, 
the abandon of minor towns and villages are often 
mentioned as problems which are threatening the 
quality of life. Although the observation is true, it 
dosn't seem sufficient to give the description of 
the present situation and the suggestion of particular 
actions. 

The common observation that in the next quarter of 
century man must plan and build as much as now 
exists or the consideration that every citizen has to 
participate to the solution of his settlement as well 
as the redistribution of world resources, or the con
sideration that human settlements have to be seen 
as instrument rather than residual aspects of de
velopment, are all true and appropriate, but can be 
considered truisms if taken with no futher specifica

tion. May be it is not enough to simply entrust the 
word "planning", with its sub-words: "priorities", 
"social welfare", "peoples participation", etc. These 
expressions have been used too much unsuccessfully 
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to be significant in. ge�eral and in particular when in

a Declaration of Principles. . . 
roblems of urbanization,

When facing the enormous_
� degradation of urbandemographi� growth, so�1�ntr sides abandon, polareas ,starvm� people, c

t
· 

�erely to plan, a more lution etc., besides sugges mg 
critical attitude should be taken.

No Country no Government would affirm that there
is no need 'tor planning, but after having �greed on
such a statement, no progress can be cla imed t�w
ards the definition of some principles from which
choices for action can be derived. 
A declaration of principles should enable peo�le to
realize who is doing wrong and in what particular 
field. 
The Principles should not be tao general in order not 
to loose their "raison d'etre." On the other hand 
they cannot reflect all the infinite different situations 

in which human settlements have developed and will 
develop on the earth. 
The opening of the declaration should list the follow
ing basic principles : 
a) The biosphere is a common good of all humanity
and nobody has the right to alter its equilibrium eith
er with industrial activities or with uncontrolled ex
ploitation of resources or delapidation of the natural
environment for new settlements . The natural envi
ronment as well as the artificial, rural, urban and
industrial ones, have to be protected in their values.
That means that the conservation of forest, rivers,lakes, as well as existing historical cities, towns and
villages is mandatory for all countries. Its use interms of correct correspondence between humanneeds and site possibilities has to be continuouslychecked. 
Basically should be stated that all the cultures havethe right of surviving and that no development is tobe accepted if it can seriously jeopardize the survivalof indigenous populations.
As regards the exploited mining regions where enormous digging works can change the natural environment, no one should have the right of leaving thedesert after him. 
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Permissions to exploit mines and quarries � 
include the obligation to reforest and to resta�i, t
environment which can permit human, anilllal, r
vegetal life. 
In case of the large strip mines never the to� r
vironment should be s imultaneously spoiled (a l 
if there are programmes of subsequent imi-i
ments .) The plans should always consider I� 1
local populations and resident workers and � 1 

mages of turning a large area even temporarifyi 
a desert. 
No child should grow up in a desolate area bar.a 

1 

of the occupation of his parents. 
Temporary settlements for workers should nev� 
characterized by unhuman conditions. 
No man for no reason should live in prec�rious1 
vironmental conditions . Prisons, concentration�
and other institutions limiting the personal hbr 
wherever and whenever existing (and not to be� 
cussed here) should provide the same standa
life required for normal settlements. 

d · areas 1 New settlements should not be locate rn 
tually covered by forests. 

d . f s shoul 0Any indispensable destruction ° tree 
w lantatillrespond to a considerable amount of ne P 

II as resouitb) The industrial production as we 
ds of� exploitat ion have to respond to real nee 

f g
rJI. 

k umption o lations rather than to provo e cons 
� I ed and u To keep employment levels of deve op 

ndards . 
k ctual sta developed countries or to eep a _ of anybodY_1living or not to reduce some profits 

cornPani' tional or international company or S�at�e
rritOrf i 

are not sufficient reasons to spoil t 8. h its rels1
to continue in producing mega-cities wit 
unsoluble problems . 

be 5' 
d h not to � 

The settlements , new and of , ave 
ducti0O as a potential market for industrial pr

f�ect qt1aot' it is the need of population that should a 

and quality of production. 
nd ti#. · neral a 10�c) The needs of population _m ge. ular h ave Aconcerning human settlement rn partic 

·th the JFcontinuosly surveyed and compared WI 
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bility of their satisfaction through the available tech
nological means. 

Never technology has to impose its constraints when 
not essential, nor fundamental needs have to remain 
unsatisfied because of impossibility of conversion of 
production programs. 
The refation between settlement demands and tech
nological response to it has to be a dynamic process 
opened to any variation and innovation. This process 
must b,'e a substantial part of the public purpose of 
governments action and of economy. 
d) The maximum of re-use and rehabilitation of exist
ing urban structures, either old historic cities, towns,
villages or recent cities developments (down-towns, 
periph�ral parts of cities, suburbs, slums, etc.) as
alternative to new developments has to be adopted
in order to reduce the spoliation of natural and rural
areas. 
The trend toward the creation of megalopolis and 
the general urbanization of the yet urbanized metro
politan areas must be reduced with all the means 
which are consistent with individual rights to freedom 
of movement and of choice of employment and of 
place to live. 
Ouality of life in rural areas should equal the one 
ni urban areas. In this respect not only a redistri
bution of facilities has to be considered but a balance 
of wages and quality of working conditions should be
pursued. 
� harmonious development of settlement in the world
will not take place if there are differences in oppor
tunities in different locations. National and inter
national policies should evaluate the importance of
this basic problem for the sake of future generations.
The enormous privileges in rights and standard of life 
of urban workers in comparison to the rural one is 
��reatening our future not only in terms of megalopo
itan concentrations but in terms of constant reduction

0
: agricultural production in many countries and of

:h 
solute reduction of food resources per capita in
e world. 

e) Any new settlement has to be investigated for its
consequences on the environment.

Ch�ices on density of population as well as concentrat10� of inhabitants as compared to public transpor�a!1on means, availability of public facilities, aredecisions which affect the whole environment These deci�ions have to reflect the public p�rpose,the population needs, the biosphere balance the tecnologycal possibilities. 
f) The decision-making process on settlements and 
related knowledge on the environment and ecological 
balance should be part of the aim of education for 
children and adults. 
The mass media and other media of communication 
available in various countries should be directed to 
a large extent to promote this knowledge and people's 
conscious participation to it. 
g) The private companies profits as well as the state
agencies interests in building new settlements or 
participating in any way to the production of parts 
or goods for it, have to be limited by exact pro
grams and purposes which should eliminate any land 
speculation. 
The only profit that can be considered legitimate is 
the profit connected with the value of the edifice. 
Position values and the appeal that some urban lo
cations can have, compared to the others, must be 
balanced through adequate policies oriented towards 
the equal distribution of facilities and infrastructures 
into the territory and through the public control on 
prices and equal opportunities for every citizen to 
live in appealing areas. 
h) Popular participation in development of new set
tlements and maintenance of the existing ones or 
their transformation, have to be assured as one of 
the most important means to avoid abuses of power, 
speculation, exploitation. 

This participation consists in a democratic autono
mous organization of local administrations which have 

to be such to permit the personal involvement on

current affairs of all citizens. 

The administration of all expenditure relative to set

tlements has to be to the maximum extent a parti

cipative and public one. 

Financing infrastructures and housing should be an

operation controlled . by the p�blic authority not to

transform it in a private profit or usury. 
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i) What is generally known as aesthetic value of a
settlement needs a clearer definition.
It is of fundamental importance to call for a con
tinuous improvement of the quality of the environ
ment in terms of quality of the design of all its parts 
and its ensemble. 
Howver the aesthetic value does not depend on mo
numental expression of buildings but on the quality 
of the pattern of settlers opportunities that a set
tlement can provide. 
The good programming process for the urban design 
of every settlement and every urban renewal project 
involves studies and choices on quantity and quality 
of public facilities as well as private dwellings. 
The way in which public spaces and structures are 
related to private spaces and homes is the quality of 
the settlement, its aestatic value. 
It means that the aesthetic value does not depend 
on decoration or money wasted on things which are 
not indispensable. 
In addition to this definition of aesthetic value it has 
to be affirmed that the following list of characteristics 
is indispensable part of it: 
1) Continuity of spaces and possibility of maximum
movement of inhabitants (edifices have not to become 
social buffers);
2) Adequate supply of facilities and its physical con
formation as participative institutions as opposed to
closed institutions (e.g. schools, hospitals, shopping 
centers, prisons, asylums, sport installations, park
amenities, town halls and offices administration build
ings etc.)
3) The minimum of seclusion of private spaces and 
the minimum of fragmentation of land; 
4) The maximum of variety in the built up environment
as the only means, to realize the best interconnection 
between public facilities and private spaces, elements
of the built up environment which are different and
have to appear different.
5) In using repetitive systems of prefabrication of any
kind never neglect to introduce the architectural in
vention, as above lined out, thus avoidign to transform
a production line directly into a cityscape.
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6) The maximum of reduction of celebrative Of!\state art monumentality and the maximum eff stimulate the population to take care of the e:
men in a creative way; 
7) Frequent contacts between planners, architecu
one side, and politicians, intellectuals, workers;
local communities, on the other, in order to de� 
a dialectic process as starting point of the pr�
of trasformation of the environment.
8) Employment of young people in social servr
activities related both to the environment c011t
and/a melioration and the social integration an�p
cipation. Social services as above to be considai
as public investments and evaluated for their n
conveniences.



PROGRAMME 

OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 

PROPOSED BY 

THE MINISTRY FOR PUBLIC WORKS 

I. New directions for the U.N. cooperation system

1. In the preliminary meetings for the Habitat confer

ence and from documents which have been distribut
ed so far (the last dated 5th March 1976, A/CONF.

70/6) a fairly homogeneous line has emerged concern

ing future international action in the field of human

settlements. It is based essentially on two pro
gramming options:

- unification of United Nations' organs at present
operating in this field;

- concentration of international cooperation and
technical assistance of regional organisms of the
United Nations, both those dealing with the formation
of territorial operators, reserch activity and the collec
tion and exchange of information.

The same substantial agreement on these points can 
also be found in the two alternative proposals con
cerning the institutional modifications of the United 
Nations' system for the habitat sector. 

2. In the light of these prospects, the traditional sys
tem of assistance and technical collaboration carried

out by industrialized nations vis-a-vis developing coun
tries - essentially based on the participation of

specialized technicians, either isolated or in a team,
international investment projects or the concession_
of a, generally limited, number of scholarships -
should be completely reviewed, or at least integrated

with new and more efficient instruments for coope

ration.

3. The general lines of these modifications should

correspond essentially to the need for a substantial

increase in the transfer of resources (financial, ma

terial, ideas) between the countries with differing

regions and especially between industrialized reg
ions or countries and developing regions or countries;

also the need to create a cooperation system which 
permanently involves the more developed countries 
in the upswing of developing regions or countries. 
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II. General lines for an integration of the cooperation
system

4. In the preparatory documents of the Habitat Con
ference the framework of the aims and functions need
ed to pursue them can be drawn up in a scheme of
the cooperation programme with the following items:
a) formulation and application of the settlement pol
icies;
b) training of technicians;
c) research into habitat and more generalized environ
mental problems;
d) exchange of information;
e) thrust mechanisms for human settlements;
These operations, taken as a whole, should be based 
on regional organs and coordination at a world level; 
a first attempt at estimating probable costs of the 
programme is made in the same documents. 

5. It is clear that without giving a definitive institu
tional outline of the collaboration system, an enor
mous effort will be needed to get this programme
under way and right from the start it is also clear
that present available resources are not sufficient
to ensure a rapid upswing. Thus, either an out
standing increase must be envisaged or else one must
study a system for an improved use of resources at
present employed in this field, but which return into
the global flow of economic exchanges. This is not
a question of directing resources from one field to
another (as would occur in the case of an increase
in international funds for cooperation) but a diff
erent technical and political qualification in the direc
tion of international cooperation in investment rates
already present in many ordinary economic operations.
B�sili?ally this �ntails �nvolving industrialized coun
tries m cooperation proJects through both the act' 
of the states by breaking down the narrow 1· ·t 

ion
f 

th · t h · I . 1m1 s o e1r e? mca assistance policy, as well as throu heco_nom1c opera�ors, both public and private, and th�sseriously affecting the present system of . 
penetration. commercial 

6. In a brief examination of the d 1 •• 
dustrialized and develop·in 

ua pos1t1on of in-
. g countries th t1on programmes should b . 11 

• e coopera-as1ca Y tend towards:
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- allowing developing countries to acquire anafYti 
and programming techniques for problems concern\
the environment and settlements experimente/
highly developed countries; especially as regards;
dustrialization processes, agricultural developm� 
infrastructure and social service policy, constructk 
of housing complexes, use of environmental resource 
land administration and management; 
- permitting industrialized countries to establish;
institutionalized exchange flow regarding technolix
cal and programming know-how, as well as proces�
and products concerning the habitat (building, i
frastructures, industrialized plants, ecology, agricu�
ral installations etc.).

7. Those parties interested in the financing, the i
finition and implementation of the cooperation JI
gramme may be the following as it regards industrial
ed countries:
a) a first group more concerned with general q11
tions of political and economic relations with deve� 
ing countries, such as central state administratia 
and agencies for land planning and intervention; 
b) a second group connected with the export'
technologies, projecting and installation know-h�
c_omp�sed of r_esearch and programming organizatioi
financial and industrial operators;
c) a third group mainly dealing with scientific�
lations and and cultural agreements composed of Ui1
versity departments, research centres cultural al
sociations.

8- These interested parties grouped together coul
be coordinated by an organ or a national agenc.
dependent on one of the central administration bodielTh: _projects (such as specific territorial researcl
trarnrn� for technicians, settlement policy etc.) c

oJ 

be assigned to this group and become part of tli
?00Peration programme. The formation of these�
��

cts should be effected through the regional bodi
t�e developing countries and the world 0�

�om,_nated in the U.N.O. system. Thus a trian9�d
i�

lat ion�hip would be established between de"eoul'
t 

.9 reg�ons, a world body and industrialized �18'
n�s, with the aim of dealing with a specific pro 

an operating along the following lines:



i) developing countries refer the priority problems
they intend to deal with (urban planning, development 
plans, training programmes etc;) to their own regional 
organ; the regional organ would examine the possibili
ty of an autonomous solution to various problems 
within the framework of associate countries and 
transfer the requirement integration to world level 
2) the world organ distributes available resources
according to generalized criteria and programmes, and 
assigns projects to national agencies in industrialized 
countries (or to their regional organizations); 
3) realization of the project ensured by a direct rela
tionship between the national agency engaged and 
regional organisms or the country interested. 

Ill. Italian experience and new needs for international
cooperation 

9. Italian experience in the field of habitat problems
could take on particular interest in a system of in
ternational cooperation of the type described above, 
based on specific projects or permanent relationships 
between developing countries, the world organ and 
national agencies from the industrialized countries. 
The reasons why Italy is particulary suited for this 
type of collaboration can be listed as follows: 
- Italy is a "frontier" country among developed re
gions and developing areas (EEC and COMECON on 
one hand, the Middle East and Africa on the other); 
- the long Italian experience, not entirely free from
criticism, in solutions to development problems in
several areas in the world, especially concerning In
dustrialization, agricultural reform, use of tourist re
sources, physical and economic planning, land admini
strar ion and management; 

;li�h
e pa�ticular flow of international exchanges con

of 
. ated m the last few years with export from Italy

s 
1�stallation complexes (planning construction and

ett1ng und ) and th 
. er way in almost all production sectors 

al pr/ imp!ementation of several large multi-sector
Jects 1n the Middle East. 

10·. Projects assigned by world-level authorities to
national agencies should be subject to the following
treatment: 
1) analysis of the reference terms of the project, 
compared . to the most important Italian experiences 
for analogies they present with problems of the coun
try concerned. 
2) formation of a mixed work group experts compris
ing Italians and those from the country or region con
cerned, for the development of the first phase of 
the project, in other words analysis of Italian ex
p�rie_nce; Italy will have to assure the direct parti
c1pat1on of the protagonists, themselves, of the ex
perience taken as a model, such as local admini
strators, economic operators, planners etc.; 
3) drawing up of a final report of the first phase 
which contains, over and beyond the critical evalua
tion of the case analysed, solutions proposed and their 
realization-specification of methodological and plann
ing references to the problem presented by the coun
try to be assisted; it should also suggest ways of 
amplifying and developing analyses begun which com
pare the two cases, and above all for experimenting 
programming in interested countries, intervention pro
jecting and management techniques applied in the 
Italian experience under examination. 
4) development of the project in the country assisted
on the basis of new indications supplied by regional
or local authorities of the developing areas. 
In other words, all research work should have, where 
possible, its preparatory and analytical stage related 
to Italian experience and a second phase, more pre
cisely planning, should be carried out in the develop
ing countries. This proposal aims at going beyond 
the present practice of "technical aid to under-develop
ed countries" by replacing it with a more "coopera
tive" one. with the creation of international and in
terdisciplinary research groups. 
This would give all participants an operative research 
and planning experience and also confer on the pro
gramme a greater involvement of political, economic 
and cultural forces called upon to collaborate; this 
would then lead towards overcoming the narrow 
channels used in the present United Nations system, 
as shown in the preliminary documents to the Con-
ference. 
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